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Stowamatic Announce Launch of New Flagship Product, the GXT Electric
Golf Trolley

Award-winning electric golf trolley brand Stowamatic are delighted to announce the launch of
their superb new model in time for the 2013 season – the Stowamatic GXT.

Birmingham UK (PRWEB UK) 13 January 2013 -- Already recognised as one of the market leaders in the
industry, with almost 20,000 golf trolleys sold to UK golfers in the last 2 years, this latest model is perfectly
positioned to build on the success of the lines that preceded it.

Endorsed by Masters champion Ian Woosnam OBE, the Stowamatic GXT boasts an outstanding range of
features at market leading prices, including a heavy-hitting 36 hole battery powering a punchy 180w motor that
can run 20km on one charge.

In addition, the trolley features the brand’s trademark folding frame, as well as the Intuitive Twist Control, LED
display Control Panel, and detachable ‘Sport’ rear wheels. The GXT model also benefits from upgraded
internal components for enhanced reliability and durability.

Stowamatic back this claim with a 12 month limited warranty. With a dedicated service centre employing
professional engineers, and hundreds of spare parts to hand, any problems will quickly be diagnosed and fixed,
even outside of the warranty period.

To celebrate the launch of the GXT model, Stowamatic are including a deluxe accessory pack worth over £50,
free with every purchase.

Consisting of a carry bag, a rain cover, an umbrella holder, a scorecard holder and a drinks holder, the
accessory pack is the ultimate companion for your Stowamatic golf trolley.

Stowamatic CEO Simon Millington said: “After over a year of research, development and testing we can
comfortably say that the new Stowamatic GXT model is our most advanced electric golf trolley yet.

“We are confident that the GXT will prove to be as big a hit with golfers as our previous lines, especially with
the new inclusion of the cost-saving Stowamatic accessory pack at no extra charge.

"The GXT line, new for the 2013 season, perfectly embodies our brand’s philosophy: reliability, excellence and
affordability.”

The GXT trolley, suggested retail £399.99, will be available at The Sports HQ, as well as direct at
stowamatic.com. Both sites are currently offering the model at £199.99.
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Contact Information
Marketing Department
Stowamatic
http://www.stowamatic.com
01527 598388

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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